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On the Cover
Dark Cosmos Graduated Discs is a stone-
ware work by Michele Quan, who shares 
her ideas for nurturing a creative practice 
on page 66. Photo by Bobby Fisher.

Th is Page
April Stone making a black ash basket by 
hand. She is one of three Ojibwe artists-in-
residence who took part in the American 
Craft  Council’s Craft  Labs and the Circle 
of Knowledge exhibition. Learn more on 
page 40.
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Foraged Minnesota clays and 
stones at Studio Alluvium. 
Take a tour of this workshop 
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FROM THE EDITOR

Nourish. It’s been a long, difficult, heartbreaking 
year since the United States went into shutdown due to 
the coronavirus pandemic and experienced widespread 
social and political upheaval. We’re a nation in shock—
and grief. 

Here at the American Craft Council, we believe 
that in this difficult moment craft can console us and 
offer us a more grounded way forward. Craft connects 
us to ourselves, our shared humanity, and the land. It 
inspires us through the beauty of the earth’s materials, 
the power of creativity, the satisfaction of shaping a 
well-made thing, and the joy that comes with encoun-
tering something wonderful that another person made 
with their own two hands.

So we offer this issue as a balm, as nourishment in 
difficult times. We hope that the work of artists who 
incorporated positive messages into textiles this past 
year inspires you (page 12). We’re delighted to share 
the visual story of the transformation of grass to wool 
to blankets in a visual piece about the Nordt Family 
Farm (page 50). 

Care is at the heart of most of the stories in this issue. 
In “A Letter from Penelope” (page 62), artist Indira 
Allegra encourages us to tend to our grief. When writer 
Jon Spayde reached out to artists to explore the connec-
tions between craft and care, he discovered a road map 
for “Crafting a Culture of Care” (page 32); it’s the first 
article in our new State of Craft series, which explores 
the cultural significance of craft. Longtime contributor 
Sarah Archer shares Michele Quan’s tips for nurturing 
a creative practice, even in challenging times (cover and 
page 66).

I hope you’ll enjoy these and the rest of the moving 
stories in this issue, which unveils American Craft’s new 
look, designed to meet this moment in American life, 
with a nod to the magazine’s history in the new logo.

Now more than ever, after all our country and the 
world have been through, may you find some comfort 
and nourishment in these pages, in craft, and in your 
life. May you find ways to nurture your vision and cre-
ativity. May you stay safe and well.

KAREN OLSON / Editor
◆
Visit go.craftcouncil.org/Stories for more
stories about American craft.

CONTRIBUTORS

After considering who could speak 
to caring for ourselves after a dev-
astating year, we reached out to 
Indira Allegra, whose artistic work 
focuses on memorials and grief. 
Read their powerful letter to Ameri-
can Craft readers on page 62.

Community mentorship was the 
inspiration for curator Tamara 
Aupaumut while designing Circle 
of Knowledge, an ACC Craft Labs 
project that brought together Ojibwe 
artists Pat Kruse, April Stone, and 
Maggie Thompson (page 40).

In a heartfelt story about family, 
immigration, and marriage, Adam 
Chau writes about a platter gifted to 
him by his father. Read it and other 
stories about nourishing objects by 
Angelik Vizcarrondo-Laboy and PJ 
Gubatina Policarpio on page 58. 

While they maintain separate prac-
tices, ceramic artists Mitch Iburg 
and Zoë Powell share Studio Alluvi-
um, their working space and show-
room in Saint Paul, Minnesota. They 
give us an inside look at their studio 
on page 70.

We’re grateful to Caroline Kipp, 
curator of contemporary art at 
the George Washington University 
Museum and The Textile Museum, 
for sending us many ideas for this 
issue, including a story about the 
Social Justice Sewing Academy on 
page 14.

Meet some of the many writers and 
artists who contributed to this issue
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Visit www.givetoglass.org
to make your gift today.

Strengthen our Impact 

Glass Impact member organizations: 

Firebird Community Arts | Chicago, IL
Foci Minnesota Center for Glass Art | Minneapolis, MN
GlassRoots | Newark, NJ
Hilltop Artists | Tacoma, WA
North Carolina Glass Center | Asheville, NC
Public Glass | San Francisco, CA 
STARworks Glass | Star, NC
UrbanGlass | Brooklyn, New York

Glass Impact works 
collectively to break 
down the barriers that 
keep us apart. 
Our public-access glass studios commit 
to providing opportunities for everyone
in our communities, fostering the spark 
to create, and nurturing students and 
emerging artists. 

Our dedication to people over 
profits makes us vulnerable,
and we need your support.

Please consider contributing to our 
nationwide collaborative effort to provide 
critically needed venues for connecting 
with, thinking about, and experiencing 
glass art, for both professional artists 
and members of the public.

Teaching artist and mentor N’Kosi Barber 
works with a Project FIRE participant.
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LETTERS

December/January 2021

To the Editors

Well Wishes
Th e issue is spectacular! I have read 
and reread it several times and cele-
brated one artist in particular—I gave 
myself a Xmas present and also asked 
each of my daughters for a Betsy Bauer 
wrapped rock (“Wrapture,” Dec./Jan.). 
Can’t wait to put them together. Out-
standing photography of wonderful 
artists’ work. Th ank you.

—Pat Hurd

I loved the red arrangement by Shiho 
Masuda (“Wrapture,” Dec./Jan.)—it cer-
tainly does convey joy and excitement!

I miss attending the Baltimore ACC 
and worry about the art community. I 
look forward to the day when we can 
once again meet as a community.

—Vickie Henderson-Zegar

As a person who sews, the idea of using 
fabric to wrap your gift s was wonderful. 
As I read “Wrapture” (Dec./Jan.), I was 
thinking of how I could use the scraps 
of fabric I have in my sewing room to 
wrap special gift s for my friends and 
loved ones. Also, as a mother of a son 

Th e American Craft  Council is sad to 
share the news that Lois Moran, the 
longest-serving editor of American 
Craft  magazine and a monumental 
fi gure in the history of ACC, died in 
December. She was a tireless propo-
nent for the fi eld of American craft , 
and her infl uence has been felt by all 
of us at ACC. In recognition of Lois 
Moran’s devotion to American Craft 
magazine, gift s made in her honor 
will create the Lois Moran Award 
for Craft  Writing to recognize writ-
ers who are committed to mov-
ing the craft  conversation forward: 
go.craft council.org/LoisMoranGift . 
Th e fi rst award will be presented in 
Fall 2021. Details forthcoming.   

We’re grateful to Joyce Lovelace, 
who recently retired aft er being a 
staff  editor at American Craft  from 
1983 to 1995 and subsequently a 
contributing editor for 25 years, for 
writing a touching tribute to Lois.
Read it here: go.craft council.org/
RememberingLoisMoran

Dear Editor: Please thank Joyce 
Lovelace for her wonderful, warm, 
and loving tribute to Lois Moran. 
Even though I worked with Lois 
for almost 18 years, Joyce provided 
lots of particulars even I did not 
know. Congratulations on a job 
very well done.

—Michael McKay

We welcome your letters and
comments at letters@craft council.org

Remembering Lois Moran
who enjoys comics and card games, the 
Maker Spotlight on Ian Petrie was close 
to my heart. I was ready to rush out to 
purchase one of his unique ceramics 
that I know my son would enjoy. 
  Finally, I loved the article on oppor-
tunities for up-and-coming artists 
in the “Craft ing the Future.” It is so 
important to nurture and encourage 
young artists of all races and cultures 
to share their “gift s” with the world.

—Barb Regnier

The True Art of Nneka Jones
Th ank you for your feature of Nneka 
Jones (Dec./Jan.). I’ve always felt that 
rather than just catching the eye with 
something pretty but fl eeting, a true 
work of art sends a message straight 
to the heart. As always, your issues 
always inspire and give me something 
thoughtful to refl ect and enjoy. I am so 
grateful to be a subscriber! Th ank you 
for inspiring us and lift ing us to a high-
er level of living. Bless you all in 2021! 

—Elisabeth Oyakawa

Where’s the Wood?
The current issue (Dec./Jan.) is one 
that I’ve come to expect from the pub-
lishers of American Craft —a polished, 
substantive, and very well written edi-
tion. Th e singular point that I’d like to 
raise is that there continues to be a lack 
of articles covering woodworking and 
wood-related points of interest. As a 
subscriber for close to ten years, this 
observation is based on eagerly con-
suming articles from cover to cover. 
Oft en at the conclusion of the reading, 
I’m once again feeling that my particu-
lar fi eld got the “scraps” again.

—Gerry Cliff s, Bespoke Wood Studio

Editors respond: Th ank you, Gerry. 
We hear you. Th e issue you raise is one 
we consider carefully every day. Rest 
assured we plan to include more wood, 
as well as glass, metal, and other materi-
als, in upcoming issues.Ph
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PREVIEW
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY

Crafting America. With works ranging 
from Navajo weaver Melissa Cody’s inspired tap-
estries to Peter Voulkos’s experimental sculptural 
ceramics and George Nakashima’s simple, elegant 
rocking chair, Craft ing America at the Crystal Bridges 
Museum of American Art is one of the most com-
prehensive exhibitions on American craft  since Lee 
Nordness’s seminal 1969 exhibition Objects: USA.

Curated by Jen Padgett and Glenn Adamson, 
the exhibition presents a survey of craft  history in 
objects from 1940 to today, with new work and 
important historical pieces from the studio craft  
movement showcased side by side. 

For Padgett, the human aspect of craft  feels par-
ticularly poignant during this period of social dis-
tancing. She’s pleased Sonya Clark’s Beaded Prayers 

ABOVE: Ruth Asawa’s Untitled (S.028, Hanging Four-Lobed Continuous 
Form within a Form), 1960, 86.5 × 32 × 32 in. LEFT: Roberto Lugo’s Frederick 
Douglass / Arthur Ashe Urn, 2017, 11 x 11 x 18 in.
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more than 5,000 participants, is included. “It 
speaks to the human connectivity through 
craft , with each beaded packet created by an 
individual who contributed their time, hopes, 
and energy to the collective work,” Padgett 
says. “Being part of something larger than 
yourself through acts of making feels especially 
meaningful right now.”

Some of the more than 100 works in the 
exhibition are part of Crystal Bridges’ perma-
nent  collection. Padgett is excited that viewers 
will have the opportunity to see, for example, 
the “voluminous, almost ethereal sculptures” 
of Ruth Asawa’s Untitled (S.028, Hanging Four-
Lobed Continuous Form within a Form)—made 
with a looped wire technique inspired by Mex-
ican basket weaving—through the lens of craft . 

Craft ing America is powerful and timely. 
“Th e themes in the exhibition around telling 
a broader and more inclusive story of craft  in 
the United States,” Padgett says, “feel particular-
ly relevant in light of the calls for greater equity, 
inclusion, and justice that have shaped this year.” 
—Rachel Messerich
◆
February 6–May 31, 2021
crystalbridges.org | @crystalbridgesmuseum

TOP: Einar De La Torre 
and Jamex De La Torre’s
¿Qué me ves? (What Are 
You Looking At?), 2007, 
48 x 48 x 8 in. LEFT: Hoss 
Haley’s Architectural Coil 
Maquette, 2011, 8 x 10 
x 15 in. RIGHT: Anne 
Lemanski’s Tigris T-1, 
2018, 64 x 61 x 30 in.

Photo courtesy of the artist. 11 new & noteworthy  /                          american craft spring 2021
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NOTED

Shining Some Light. During the past 
year of uncertainty and loss, artists such as Jeff rey 
Gibson, Andy Li, and Roachele Negron of Rayo 
& Honey helped get us through. When times 
were dark, they went to work making textile pieces
that highlight positive messages, inspiring us to 
keep seeing the good that surrounds us every day. 
We’re grateful.

Mississippi Choctaw-Cherokee artist 
 of Hudson, New York,  

doesn’t see himself as an activist. But 
his work and the messages this 2019 
MacArthur Fellow incorporates into his 
acrylic and beadwork on canvas pieces 
are intended to create space for hope 
and reconciliation. 
jeff reygibson.net | @jeff rune
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NOTED

Andy Li

radandyli.com | @radandyli

Rayo & Honey

rayoandhoney.com | @rayoandhoney
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COMMUNITY OF MAKERS

ABOVE: Empathy (2020) is part of Community Quilts, one of the Social Justice Sewing Academy’s longest-running intergenerational projects. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Rest in Power Trayvon (2012) by Sara Trail. BELOW RIGHT: Bryan Robinson works on Blood, White and Blue (2018).
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COMMUNITY OF MAKERS

ABOVE: Photo courtesy of Social Justice Sewing Academy. TOP AND LEFT: Photos by Amy Daffin.

Social Justice Sewing Academy. 
For quilter and educator Sara Trail, the 2012 
murder of Trayvon Martin, and the quilt world’s 
silence following it, was deafening beyond comp- 
rehension. Processing her grief and rage, she made 
a memorial quilt aptly titled Rest in Power Tray-
von, which led to the creation of the Social Justice  
Sewing Academy (SJSA). A grassroots, volunteer-run 
organization, SJSA facilitates projects aimed at build-
ing community and addressing the consequences of 
systemic oppression. 

One of SJSA’s earliest and longest-running 
projects, Community Quilts, involves creating 
intergenerational, 21st-century quilting circles for 
students and youth to process their feelings and 
thoughts around issues of social and racial justi-
ce. They design, cut, and appliqué the pieces for 
their individual blocks, which are sent to volun-
teer embroiderers and quilters who bring them to 
exhibition-ready completion. Once finished, the 
quilts travel far and wide to communities around 
the country to be used as symbols of remembrance 
and tools of engagement and education. 

In its courses and workshops across the coun-
try, SJSA fosters a welcoming and genuinely 
inclusive space where art, social justice, youth 
empowerment, and community are nurtured. 
Trail and the many SJSA volunteers firmly believe 
that empowering young people to voice their opin- 
ions will be the driving force to create a more 
equitable society. As anyone who has ever made 
a quilt will tell you, it’s better done in good com-
pany. For Trail, “the creation of an SJSA quilt is 
the living definition of the quilt itself: layers of 
community that come together to create.” 

sjsacademy.org | @sjsacademy.org
◆
Caroline Kipp is the curator of contemporary art at 
the George Washington University Museum and The 
Textile Museum. 
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OBJECTS: USA 2020
By Glenn Adamson

The Monacelli Press, 2020
$50

Objects: USA  in the 
American studio craft  movement when it occurred in 1969, but it also pro-
duced one of the most important exhibition catalogs of the time. Organized 
in response to the exhibition’s 50th anniversary, this publication revisits and 
reframes it in the context of the present moment. Adamson focuses on 50 of the 
original participants and pairs them with 50 contemporary artists—including 
Katie Stout, pictured below—who represent the future of the fi eld. 

NEW RELEASES
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Across 12 in-depth episodes on one sustain-
able material each, the design research team 
at Parsons uncovers the history, environ-
mental impacts, and cultural implications 
of the building blocks of making. Season 
one focuses on the super plant hemp.

TRACE MATERIAL
Podcast
By Parsons Healthy 
Materials Lab at the 
New School
healthymaterialslab.
org/projects 

PRINTS AND 
THEIR MAKERS
By Phil Sanders
Princeton Architectural 
Press, 2020
$75

From the beginning, printmaking has been 
about multiplying and magnifying human 
stories. Using artist case studies and gor-
geous contemporary and historical prints, 
Sanders amplifi es the story of printmaking 
itself, exploring today’s fi ne art printmaking 
in the context of the traditions, techniques, 
and processes developed over centuries. 

THE V&A BOOK OF 
COLOR IN DESIGN
Edited by Tim Travis
Thames & Hudson, 
2020
$39.95

This first comprehensive publication of 
architect-turned-weaver Olga de Amaral’s 
work in the United States includes new 
essays that explore her artistic innovations, as 
well as her contributions to Latin American 
abstraction. Th e essays and work position 
Amaral among canonical fi gures of the same 
era, including Ruth Asawa and Christo.

OLGA DE AMARAL: 
TO WEAVE A ROCK
By Anna Walker 
& Laura Mott
Arnoldsche, 2020
$50

Refl ecting on lessons gained during the past year, trend fore-
casters Edelkoort and Fimmano refocus on a more mindful 
and altruistic approach to design. Highlighting material prac-
tices centered in sustainability, the book is divided into 12 
themes that introduce contemporary designers working at the 
intersection of handmade and technology. 

Th rough the lens of the extensive collection 
held at the Victoria and Albert Museum 
in London, this publication explores the 
history and enduring signifi cance of color 
as both a decorative enhancement and a 
deeply symbolic intention. 

With insightful interviews on topics such 
as rest, creating in solitude, and the “artist 
sigma,” Zaragoza and Elan inspire creative 
wellness of body, mind, and spirit.

CREATE WELL
Podcast
By Raye Zaragoza
and Erica Elan
createwellpodcast.com

A LABOUR OF LOVE
By Lidewij Edelkoort & Philip Fimmano 
Lecturis, 2020
$70
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THE CRAFTY LIBRARIAN
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The American Craft Council Library & Archives in Minneapolis contains the 
country’s most comprehensive archive of contemporary American craft history, with more than 
20,000 print publications, fi les on nearly 4,000 craft artists, four major archival collections, and a 
robust digital collection. Here, librarian Beth Goodrich shares recent acquisitions and highlights. 

Th e estate of glass artist Marvin Lipofsky recently donated his collection of nearly 
200 craft-related posters, dating from the early 1960s. Th e ACC library aims to 
have the complete inventory posted on the library website in the coming months. 

marvinlipofsky.com

ARCHIVES
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THE CRAFTY LIBRARIAN

Inuit Art Quarterly, published by the 
Inuit Art Foundation in Toronto, has just 
been added to our periodical collection. 
IAQ is the “globe’s only magazine dedicated 
to circumpolar Indigenous art.” / $44 per 
year (4 issues)

inuitartfoundation.org | @inuitartfoundation

To explore the American Craft Council’s Library & Archives, visit go.craftcouncil.org/library.

Sign up for Beth Goodrich’s Th e Library Quarterly at go.craftcouncil.org/LibraryQuarterly.
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Anni  and Josef Albers: Equal and 
Unequal is the fi rst monograph to 
explore the careers and relationship 
of the two artists together in one 
volume. It is richly illustrated with 
750 images of artwork, photographs, 
and archival documents. 

By Nicholas Fox Weber
Phaidon, 2020
$150

Cra ft  Desert is a subscription-based zine 
published biannually by craft  artists and 
San Diego State University faculty Adam 
John Manley and Kerianne Quick. Each 
issue takes an expansive look at craft  in 
the places “where innovative craft work is 
plentiful but oft en hidden, overlooked, 
or mislabeled.” / $55 per year (2 issues)
cra ftdesert.org | @craftdesert

Th e publishers of Mortise & Tenon magazine have released a 
number of beautifully photographed resources for the student 
of fi ne woodworking. Another Work Is Possible (book and 
documentary on DVD) tells the story of Charpentiers Sans 
Frontières (CSF, “Carpenters Without Borders”) traveling to rural 
Maine to build a blacksmith shop for Mortise & Tenon magazine 
($50). Apprenticeship Series: Greenwood (DVD) brings the 
woodworker away from the lumber yard and into the woods to 
develop a deep understanding of the material ($25). Joined: A 
Bench Guide to Furniture Joinery by Joshua A. Klein celebrates 
the beauty of process when working with hand tools ($21).

mortiseandtenonmag.com | @mortise_and_tenon_mag
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 A Nourishing Moment. Handcraft ed trays help create meaningful experiences—like enjoying 
breakfast outside in the sunshine, gathering the things you need to care for someone you love, or holding 
your most treasured objects. Wood pieces like these need protection from water damage, so use coasters 
when carrying drinks—or display the trays on their own to enjoy their beauty.

MARKET

Co mbining their love for Japanese and 
rustic Southern aesthetics, Eric and Lori 
Wright of ME Speak Design in North 
High Shoals, Georgia, created this tray 
from hand-carved and charred Georgia 
cherrywood. They added a hand-forged 
brass staple to stabilize the crack. / $625
mespeakdesign.com | @mespeakdesign
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 is a one-woman operation 
based in Wyoming. It’s run by Samantha 
Hartman, author of Wood Pallet Wonders. 
Hartman made this serving tray, painted with 
a modern mountain pattern, from reclaimed 
lumber and found barnwood. / $62–$110
infi niteabysshandmade.com |
@infi nitesbysshandmade
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MARKET

R. Patterson of Milton, Georgia, makes objects—
such as this one made from wood, cloth, dye, 
ink, paint, shellac, varnish, aluminum, and res-
in—to be displayed on their own. “Some people 
call them trays. I get it, they look like trays,” he 
notes on his website. “That implies a utility that I 

rpatterson.com | @rpttrsn

Inspired by art nouveau, Gothic archi-
tecture, and nature, sisters Audrey 
Heimgartner and Rachel Sasaki of ERRA 
Design in Brooklyn, New York, designed 
this maple “New Nouveau” tray. After 
their brother, Glenn Heimgartner of Plank 
Road Woodworks in Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, sources and cuts the wood for each 
piece, they embellish it with a printed 
pattern, inlaid handcrafted brass, and 
semiprecious gemstones, such as the 

erradesign.com | @erra_design

Modern and geometric, this hexagonal tray—its arrow 
design created with warm walnut and ash woods—
is made by Norman Leigh, the husband-and-wife 
woodworking team of Leigh-Anne Riebold and George 

normanleigh.com | @normanleigh
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Sarita Westrup. Weaver and sculptor 
Sarita Westrup was in high school in the Rio 
Grande Valley when she watched the PBS 
show Craft in America and first saw a loom 
on the screen. “I learned that craft was some-
thing in the world, and I wanted to be a part 
of it somehow,” she says. At the time, Westrup 
hadn’t taken a formal art class and didn’t know 
about looms, but she remembers thinking, 
“I’ll do whatever to get on that loom that I saw 
on television.”

Westrup credits Ann Coddington Rast, who 
was a visiting artist when Westrup was in grad-
uate school, with teaching her how weaving 
could become a three-dimensional form. Being 
exposed to Chicano art history and developing a 
formal understanding of the aesthetics of where 
she grew up also deeply influenced Westrup. 
Rasquache, for example, was a term that put a 
name to what she knew: “making use of what 
you have—to create something out of nothing.” 
One of Westrup’s sources of early inspiration for 
her art was dollar stores.        

Being raised so close to Mexico and by par-
ents of Mexican descent compelled Westrup 
to examine her identity. “I grew up on the bor-
der, not understanding my Americanness very 
clearly,” says Westrup. When she started mak-
ing art, identity and geography kept showing 
up as themes. She often uses some combination 
of materials—like bottles, arches, eggs, and 
cement—to explore the borderlands she’s from. 
She traces her love of textiles to the border’s sou-
venir culture. “As a kid, we would go to Mexico, 
and I would come back with a little tela, a little 
purse, something we could afford…something I 
could keep and remember.”     

In addition to her current position as textile 
studio coordinator at the Penland School of 

ABOVE: Sarita Westrup weaves a basket. 
RIGHT: Duality with Bridge (2019) is 
separated at the top like the US/Mexico 

shared earth. OPPOSITE TOP: Westrup 
used plastic bottles for cement molds, 
twined reed, and wire for Untitled Portal 
(2017). OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Weightless 
Weight II (2020) is made from twined reed, 
twined wire, cement, foam, and paint.
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Craft and her individual practice, Westrup also 
collaborates with other artists. She and Analise 
Minjarez are the duo behind Tierra Firme and 
create large-scale works. Westrup also inherited 
jugs from her friend Zeke Peña’s 2015 project, 
Waterbound, which involved people in El Paso 
writing messages on water jugs and leaving them 
in the desert for border crossers to find and nour-
ish themselves.  

 “For me these water bottles started as objects 
to represent folks we had lost in the desert. When 
Zeke gave me them, I saw them as markers,” she 
says. Unlike the original containers, Westrup’s 
sculptures lack the ability to hold water—similar, 
she says, to how “the United States is not able to 
nourish our immigrant community.”   

The way she combines different materials 
reflects both the joy and suffering that exist in 
the borderlands. “My work comes from a place 
of personal experience, a way for me to reflect on 
my home. It’s not always based on data, numbers, 
or news.” And, just as the border is a place of con-
tradiction, she says, “The work holds all of that 
contradiction inside of it.” —Roseanne G. Pereira 
◆
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Ava Roth. An encaustic artist who also does 
embroidery and textile work, Ava Roth says she 
started collaborating with bees to create art in 
2017. Because she wants a genuine collaboration, 
the work has been a learning process. “Instead of 
me saying, I want this piece to look like this, it’s been 
much more What can we make together?” she says. 

Th e magic happens inside a modular Langstroth 
hive, commonly used by beekeepers. Inside each box, 
several frames hang vertically like fi les. Bees naturally 
and instinctively make their comb—hexagonal cylin-
ders for raising their young and for storing honey—
within these frames. In her fi rst experiments, Roth 
created encaustic art, made with beeswax, oil pig-
ment, and resin, inside Langstroth frames. Eventually, 
she wondered if she could put her work directly into 
the hives, where the bees could add their honeycomb.

Th ese days, in order to start a new piece, Roth 
makes a collage using nontoxic organic materials such 
as horsehair, birchbark, porcupine quills, and pussy 
willows, and puts it in an embroidery hoop. “Th e 
hoop is a nod to traditional craftwork, needlework, 
and decorative work,” Roth says, “which have histor-
ically been sidelined or dismissed as women’s work.”

Next, she suspends the hoop in a Langstroth frame 
and guides the bees—“a crazy utopian, wild collec-
tive of females who work with the queen”—where she 
hopes they will build honeycomb. “Bees will, in theory, 
build comb wherever there is wax. So if I melt some of 
their wax and put it in certain areas, they’re more likely 
to build comb in those areas,” says Roth, noting that 
she couldn’t have done this work without the support 
of master beekeeper Mylee Nordin, who taught her 
about beekeeping and how to care for the bees. 

After sh e slips the frame into a hive, Roth closes it 
up and wishes the bees good luck. It takes them any-
where from three days to three weeks, depending on 
the size of the frame, to complete their work. Roth, 
who lives in Toronto and works with bees in hives all 
over southern Ontario, makes custom-sized frames. 
She hopes her work will help raise awareness about 
the dangers bee populations face. 

Roth’s c ollaboration with bees has changed her. 
“It’s not about just making that piece of art,” she says. 
“Learning to stop, and to listen and respond—truly, 
authentically, in the moment—has enriched my life 
in ways that I couldn’t have imagined.” —Karen Olson
◆
avaroth.ca | @avarothart
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LEFT: Birch Bark and Fur includes encaustic medium, 
gold leaf, and synthetic fur in an embroidery hoop 
embedded in honeycomb. 17.5 x 17.5 in. BELOW: 
Detail of Porcupine Quills, Green and Gold with seed 
beads. 17.5 x 17.5 in. BOTTOM: Bees on Indigo 
Encaustic, which includes Japanese tissue, glass 
beads, and cotton thread. 19 x 9.5 in. 

OPPOSITE TOP: Ava Roth in the garden. OPPOSITE 
BOTTOM: Porcupine Quills and Pussy Willow shown 
inside its Langstroth frame. 19 x 9.5 in. Roth puts 
her art in these frames, then into hives, where bees 
surround it with honeycomb. 
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Stephanie H. Shih. Activist Stephanie H. Shih’s 
trajectory to full-time ceramist was not something she 
planned. Since June 2018, she has been making ceramic rep-
licas of ingredients in the typical Asian American pantry—
items such as Gold Plum Chinkiang Black Vinegar and Lee 
Kum Kee Premium Oyster Sauce. Her work has tapped into 
a remarkable cultural nostalgia, particularly among Asian 
Americans who recognize in her work the same items that 
contribute to their sense of home. “Groceries are extreme-
ly intimate,” Shih says. “They are something that we bring 
into our homes, that we feed ourselves and our loved ones 
with—and we literally live with them.” 

Shih, a Taiwanese American who lives in Brooklyn, says 
her project connects strangers whose culture is not consid-
ered mainstream by larger American society. She points 
to harassment of Asian Americans during the coronavirus 
pandemic as an example. “As much as we’re accepted,” she 
says, “there’s always this point of: but you are not one of us.” 

The pantry project came about after experimentation. 
Having noticed non-Asian potters making items such as sake 
sets and Korean moon jars, Shih contemplated her own rela-
tionship to her culture. She began making vessels inspired 
by imperial China, but didn’t feel an authentic connection. 

Later, she started folding porcelain dumplings, recognizing 
that porcelain and regular dough share a similar stickiness. 

The ceramic dumplings were a hit, and Shih’s social media 
following ballooned with fans deeply moved by her work. 
But there were also comments from non-Asian viewers sug-
gesting that Shih answer her phone with Can I take your 
order?, or make dumplings in takeout containers, or dipped 
in soy sauce—all suggestions that frustrated Shih because of 
how they typecast the Asian American experience. 

“I realized that even though I didn’t set out to create 
an object for people who shared my identity, I had this 
response to the non-Asian gaze, to the white gaze,” Shih 
says. The black vinegar replica she later created was a nod 
to the people who were in the know: Asian Americans who 
understood that black vinegar rather than soy sauce is the 
key ingredient in a dumpling dipping sauce. From there, 
her pantry project expanded, with Shih creating items 
based on responses to her Instagram polls.

Shih auctions her work online to raise money for causes, 
such as Indigenous land rights and immigrants detained 
by ICE, supporting groups that are involved with margin-
alized communities experiencing home-related instability. 
So far, she has raised about $40,000. 

ABOVE: Stephanie H. Shih at work. OPPOSITE: Shih creates ceramic replicas of Asian American food products, like American-made Huy Fong Foods Sriracha. 

MAKER
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More than 1,500 ceramic dumplings later, Shih has 
fi nally broached soy sauce on her own terms. Th is past fall, 
the Perrotin gallery in New York showcased Shih’s soy sauce 
container replicas from around the world. To Shih, the 
exhibit felt like a milestone for her original pantry project. 

Rather tha n perfecting a vision and putting it out into 

the world, Shih says, putting work out in the world made 
her want to connect to people. “People feel at home when 
they see this art. Th ey feel, Oh, this is where I belong. Th is 
is something I understand.” —Roseanne G. Pereira
◆
stephaniehshih.com | @stephaniehshih

MAKER

TOP (left to right): Gold Plum Chinkiang Black Vinegar, Kikkoman Soy Sauce, Laoganma Chili Crisp. MIDDLE (left to right): Glico Matcha Pocky, 88 (dumplings), 
Botan Calrose Rice. BOTTOM (left to right): Vita Chrysanthemum Tea, Nissin Demae Ramen, Spam.



Warmth and Meaning for Your Home

This unique throw is skillfully manufactured by Faribault Woolen Mill, one of the last vertical 
woolen mills in America. Proceeds will support ACC and The Great Northern, a festival 
celebrating Minnesota’s cold, creative winters through diverse programming that invigorates 
mind and body. Learn more about this exciting collaboration at go.craftcouncil.org/Guided.

American Craft Council in partnership with The Great Northern is pleased to
announce Guided, a special-edition blanket designed by Minneapolis artist 

Dyani White Hawk (Sičáŋǧu Lakota).

Order your blanket at FaribaultMill.com.

The symbolism 
Dyani shares:

Portrait: David Ellis

Council

included in my blanket 
design draws from the 
traditions of Lakota 
artwork including 
porcupine quillwork
and beadwork.
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Council

As someone who receives our magazine, you are also an American 
Craft Council member whose support makes it possible for us to 
produce inspiring content, create marketplace opportunities for 
artists, maintain one-of-a-kind resources, and more. Thanks to you, 
these eff orts can continue to connect and inspire the people who 
make up our community.

Just take it from Sarita and Robyn, two artists who have been 
impacted by ACC’s work.

As a Member
You Are Helping
Keep Our Community Strong

I am grateful for a new community of makers who 
have helped me grow and see [my] baskets as mindful 

Sculptural basketry artist Sarita Westrup on her
participation in San Francisco Bay Area Craft Week:

sculptures that can bring thoughtfulness to your everyday 
spaces. So much gratitude! Also thank you to everyone who 
came to the live Maker Meetup and those who watched the 
recording. It means a lot to me!

These published stories feed and nurture the souls of 
the artists lucky enough to be noticed. They fuel the 

Robyn Johannessen of Instinct Jewelry on 
American Craft magazine:

creative fi res in us all. Thank you on behalf of the artists and 
crafters who give it their heART and soul daily.

Weightless Weight
by Sarita Westrup



Zefi ra Necklace by Eko Jewelry Design

New membership levels allow you to increase your support 
and enjoy new benefi ts when you renew at a higher level. 

Find benefi t details and renew at go.craftcouncil.org/support.

Enjoy New Benefi ts and
Make More Possible

Immersed • $120 annually ($10 per month)
Immersed in the joy of the handmade

Member • $60 annually ($5 per month)
Become a member of a community inspired to 

live a creative life

Committed • $250 annually ($21 per month)
Committed to the essential role of makers

Dedicated • $1,000 annually ($83 per month)
Dedicated to nurturing craft’s upcoming generations

Engaged • $2,500 annually ($209 per month)
Engaged in building new audiences for craft

Arc Loop Da Loop Earrings  by Tanya Cane

Motivated • $500 annually ($42 per month)
Motivated to create a vibrant future for the fi eld

Energized • $5,000 annually ($417 per month)
Energized to advance ACC’s future

Inspired • $10,000 annually ($834 per month)
Inspired to make it all happen—marketplaces,

support for makers, American Craft magazine,
ACC Library & Archives, awards—everything we do
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Crafting
a Culture

of Care
 As we rebuild our collective life,

we look to what craft can teach us. 
By Jon Spayde

This year has presented us with multiple compounding crises, and the work of 
recovery is just beginning. Those who make craft, honor it, and live with it can 
help show us the way forward—because a life in craft is imbued with care. Here, 
craftspeople offer their insights about craft and care, providing a guide for how 
we can help heal ourselves, tend to one another, and create a culture of care.

Embodying Attentiveness and Presence
Like all artists, craftspeople take care in making. Atlantan Rachel Garceau, who 
creates assemblages and installations using porcelain, says “the material demands 
that it be handled in a particular way.... You have to be full of care when you’re 
handling porcelain, throughout the whole process.” 

For her installation methods of embrace (2020), she surrounded the interior 
space of an 8 x 10 ft. shed with porcelain pieces. “The way visitors would slow down 
and move their bodies in the room—I would use the word care for that. It was like 
a special type of care and consideration. Then they would walk out in a different 
way—I feel like their pace slowed. They seemed to be just a little more aware.”

Los Angeles-based ceramic artist Wayne Perry sees care in the exquisite atten-
tion artists pay to their work. “There’s an intangible called quality, and for me qual-
ity comes from really developing your ability, and then taking the time and the care 
to make sure that the piece is well made and has value and meaning to it.” 

State of Craft



Rachel Garceau inside her installation methods of embrace 
(2020), which includes slipcast porcelain pieces on the walls 
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“Craft objects radiate the 
maker’s care back to you.” 

—Ben Wright

LEFT: Ceramist Wayne Perry, working 
here on 2020 Urn, notes that it takes 
time and care to ensure a piece is 
well made and that it has value and 
meaning. BELOW: Glass artist Ben 
Wright, photographed inside his 
installation Vivisection (2018). 
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her comfort: “Some of my pandemic purchases have been 
ceramic cups from artists I really love and admire. When I 
have coffee in the morning, I feel like I’m having coffee with 
a friend. I feel like the touch of their hand is in the work.”

Where are there opportunities in everyday life to feel 
more connected to each other? 

Tending to Each Other’s Welfare
“Craft usually has some connection to tradition, and often 
to family. It’s a very human-centric way of relating to the 
world, and I think this sets us up to be people who are 
receptive to taking care of others and engaging with com-
munity,” says Tanya Aguiñiga, a multidisciplinary artist in 
Los Angeles who works in fiber and other materials. “We’re 
open to sharing resources and to helping one another.” 

She notes that the majority of people who work in craft 
are taught by a community how to do it. And from working 
in glass to tending kilns, there’s a great deal that the artist 
can’t do without the help of others. “In fiber,” she says, “even 
threading a loom is difficult to do on your own. You need 
somebody else at the other end to give you tension.” 

What both artists are talking about is a profound sense 
of presence. This level of awareness is essential for bringing 
more care to ourselves and others.

Unlike mass-produced items, handcrafted pieces link one 
human being with another. “When you look at a piece of 
art or craft work,” says Vashti DuBois, founder and curator 
of The Colored Girls Museum in Philadelphia, “you know 
that, wow, somebody intended for it to look like this and 
feel like this and smell like this. There’s something almost 
spiritual about being able to acknowledge someone else’s 
care for a thing and how that care can transfer to your expe-
rience as a viewer.” 

Ben Wright, a glass artist and the artistic director of the 
Pilchuck Glass School in Stanwood, Washington, sums it up 
this way: “Craft objects radiate the maker’s care back to you.”

A work of craft can also be a physical comfort. Jennifer 
Ling Datchuk, based in San Antonio, uses ceramics in inno-
vative ways in sculptural works. Under pandemic conditions, 
she says, the functional ceramics she owns have brought 
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Jennifer Ling Datchuk with her piece in the 100 Years, 100 Women exhibition and archive (2020). OPPOSITE: Vashti DuBois of The Colored Girls Museum, 
pictured in the exhibition First Time Ever I Saw Your Face (2020), says there’s something almost spiritual about acknowledging someone else’s care for a thing.

“Some of my pandemic purchases have been 
ceramic cups from artists I really love and admire. 

—Jennifer Ling Datchuk
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Glass  artists share a nonverbal language of signals that 
helps keep everybody safe. Because they literally play with 
fire, they must attend  to each other’s welfare, Aguiñiga points 
out. Similarly, to create a culture of care, it’s essential to tend 
to one another in order to forge bonds of trust. 

Widening the Circles of Care
Craft’s collaborative spirit can inspire widening the circum-
ferences of circles of care as well. Ben Wright reminds us 
to honor the shop technician, who “cares for the tools and 
other equipment we need to make the work, and is part of 
the invisible labor that goes into maintaining our studios.” 
The craft community has also found innovative ways to 
offer support and encouragement to others. 

The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt is probably 
the best-known example of this kind of care. Since its incep-
tion in 1985, it’s grown into a 54-ton tapestry of more than 
48,000 panels honoring the memories of people who died 
in a devastating earlier pandemic. The West Hollywood 
Stitch ’N Bitch knitting and crocheting club has created 

and donated hats, scarves, and blankets for people under-
going homelessness and health crises, and Millie’s Hats for 
Hope has served in a similar way in Detroit.

Vashti DuBois and colleagues made the connections 
between craft, care, and community explicit when they 
transformed The Colored Girls Museum, which exhibits 
art and other objects that illuminate the lives of young 
African-American women, into a metaphorical hospital 
in the 2017 project called Urgent Care: A Social Care 
Experience. The aim was to illuminate the struggles of 
Black women and to lift up icons of hope and healing. “An 
important idea for us,” says DuBois, “was to put forward 
what the prescription might be for our own pain manage-
ment, because when you’ve been denied acknowledgment 
of your pain, you can sometimes misread that pain.”

Each room in the museum was given a medical title—
Diagnostic Imaging, the Triage Center, the Aftercare 
Suite, and so on—and a pair of artists were chosen to 
curate each room. “We wanted to put the ‘cure’ back in 
‘curation,’” says DuBois. Ph
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Artist, designer, and activist Tanya Aguiñiga says craft sets us up to be receptive to taking care of others. OPPOSITE: Painter Iris 
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Gallery art played an important role—but so did craft. 
“The artist-curators chose quilts, ceramic pieces, dolls,” says 
DuBois. “There was so much craft that they chose to call 
into the healing spaces with them, and I don’t think that 
was accidental.”

Caring for Our Common Home
Craft, at its root, is deeply connected to the environment. 
As Ben Wright says, “You chose the tree you were going to 
make something out of because of the characteristics of that 
tree.” To have that information, he says, you needed rich 
knowledge of the local environment.

Pasadena, California-based painter Iris Yirei Hu had 
a big-city art-world education, including an MFA from 
Columbia University. But she discovered an intimate con-
nection between Indigenous culture, family, and nature 
when she studied with Porfirio Gutiérrez, a Zapotec weaver 
in Oaxaca, Mexico. “His family has been doing natural dyes 
and weaving for generations,” she says, “and working with 
him I started to see the connections between land, climate, 
and community. How people play different roles in the pro-
duction of a single carpet: who tends the sheep, who gets the 

yarn, who spins the yarn, dyes the yarn, starts the weaving, 
finishes the rug.

“My understanding of care in this context was that every-
thing was interdependent, and I was really moved by that 
interdependence. I started to think about our connections, to 
plants, to animals, to the Earth, to the soil, and to climate, and 
to how we treat materials and how we treat people,” says Hu, 
who continues to explore these questions through an appren-
ticeship with Melissa Cody, a fourth-generation Navajo weav-
er and artist, and by studying Indigenous Taiwanese Atayal 
weaving from Sayun Yuraw in Taipei’s Wulai Mountains. 

Acknowledging interdependence—as well as practicing 
attentive presence, connecting with others, taking care of 
each other, and widening our circles of concern—can help us 
respond in a more caring way to a chaotic world. These prac-
tices, essential to craft, offer us ways to move through crisis, 
heal, and establish a new culture that prioritizes and embodies 
care. What could we fashion—form, mold, carve, sew togeth-
er, hammer out—together, with care as a guiding principle? 
◆
Jon Spayde is a writer, editor, and performance artist in      
Saint Paul, Minnesota.



 

Circle of
Knowledge

Left to right: April Stone, Maggie Thompson, 
and Pat Kruse at Thompson’s weaving 
workshop for Craft Labs in August 2020. 
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My first introduction to traditional Native 
arts was in the 1980s. Gordon Campbell was a 
social worker in Indian Education at my elementary 
school in Saint Paul, Minnesota, and he introduced me 
to beadwork. Due to cultural assimilation, tradition-
al practices had been lost in my family for generations, 
so this was a momentous point in reclaiming my heri-
tage as a Native American. Gordon introduced me to a 
community that shares my values and is deeply rooted 
in nurturing one another, one that has since given me 
strength, guided me, and nourished me unconditionally. 
His impact on me is something I reflect upon every time 
I pick up a needle and thread and start beading. Most 
important, he taught me the true meaning of relative. 
And because of him, community mentorship has always 
been a way for me to connect to my cultural identity. 

I see mentorship as being about relationships and resto-
ration, lessons, and medicine. Because of this, I knew it was 
important to explore mentorship as part of my residency at 
the American Craft Council. As the curator-in-residence, 
I helped launch Craft Labs, a new program with a mis-
sion to give diverse craft communities more visibility, to 
support and encourage diverse artists, and to preserve and 
advance knowledge. As I began to plan an exhibition with 
these criteria in mind, inspiration came from conversa-
tions about my community and how we learn art forms in 
our culture, how mentorship nourishes us, and how that 
gift is passed down through generations.

I decided to produce a series of workshops as part of the 
exhibition and invited three Ojibwe artists whose work I 
admire to participate as both teachers and students: April 
Stone (Bad River Band of Lake Superior Chippewa), a 
traditional ash basketmaker from northern Wisconsin; 
Pat Kruse (Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa), a 
traditional birchbark artist exploring a contemporary nar-
rative, who lives on the Mille Lacs Indian Reservation in 
Minnesota; and Maggie Thompson (Fond du Lac Band 
of Lake Superior Chippewa), a contemporary artist and 
textile designer who lives in Minneapolis.

Mentoring Each Other
After some postponements due to the global pandem-
ic, workshops by these artists-in-residence were held in 
my Minneapolis backyard last summer. While we had 
originally intended to invite other community members 
to the workshops to share in the learning, we wanted 
everyone to stay safe from the coronavirus, so only the 
artists and I participated. We spent three straight days 
of intensive learning, sharing, and making; each day an 
artist instructed our small group on their craft. 

A curator recounts how three 
Ojibwe artists shared their 
knowledge and mentored
each other to evolve their 
artistic practices.
By Tamara Aupaumut
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Pat Kruse is a birchbark and quillwork artist and a cultural teacher. He also 
harvests wild rice. These images show details of his birchbark pieces.

Birchbark Hats. Pat Kruse has been working with birch-
bark for over 30 years. He creates traditional birchbark bas-
kets, some adorned with traditional Ojibwe quillwork. He 
also blurs the line between traditional and contemporary 
art by expanding on traditional materials and function-
al pieces to create modern, large-scale, two-dimensional 
mosaic work. Pat learned his art in part through communi-
ty workshops, but mostly from his mother, Clara. For him, 
sharing cultural teachings and telling stories through his art 
is a way to celebrate his Ojibwe heritage and to honor the 
ancestors that passed down these traditional ways. “Our art 
is our podium,” Pat says. “It’s our livelihood, our future for 
our children. The art speaks for your time, for what you’re 
doing while you’re here.”

In Pat’s workshop we learned how to make an Ojibwe 
baseball hat out of birchbark. He had discovered the hat in 
an old “culture keeping” book that belonged to a medicine 
man on the Grand Portage Reservation in northern Min-
nesota. The medicine man asked Pat to create a hat for him, 
and afterward Pat successfully created a pattern. He felt it was 
important to share his pattern with his fellow Ojibwe artists. 

Pat, who harvests the birchbark himself, showed us 
multiple pieces of the bark with different textural quali-
ties and colors that could be used. Then he gave us instruc-
tions. First, we cut the bark into shapes to form the hat 

and created traditional Ojibwe floral pieces out of bark to 
decorate the brim. Next, we made holes so the hat could be 
sewn together and completed using artificial sinew, rather 
than the traditional animal tendon. Because birchbark has 
medicinal qualities, it was healing for all of us to touch and 
work with something that had sustained our ancestors’ sur-
vival for so long. 

“I have always wanted to learn how to make Pat’s birch-
bark hats, so it was definitely a dream-come-true kind of 
experience,” says Maggie. “Learning from Pat, I really liked 
thinking about all the layers that go into making something, 
which I hope to carry on in my own work.” Ph
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BELOW: Maggie Thompson makes an 
Ojibwe hat at Pat Kruse’s workshop. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Thompson’s completed 
hat. LEFT BOTTOM: Thompson drew 
patterns for the hat that she later cut out. 
LEFT MIDDLE: Cutouts attached to the 
brim. LEFT: April Stone’s completed hat 
from the workshop.
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Black Ash Baskets. April Stone is a self-taught black ash 
basketweaver who harvests the hardwood herself. She was 
once told by a student and First Language speaker that the 
word for black ash in Ojibwe is baapaagimaak. The root 
of the word relates to two other words: aagimaak, mean-
ing ash, and bapakine, meaning grasshopper. April said it’s 
believed that bapa/baapa relates to the “beating of the grass-
hoppers’ legs and beating the wood to separate.”

In 1998, few Ojibwe on her reservation were making 
black ash baskets. That’s the year April, who hadn’t yet start-
ed making them, closely observed one basket and how it 
was used. She was unaware at the time of the intimate rela-
tionship that was being formed between her and the ances-
tral craft. At one point the basket needed repairing. That’s 
when the strength of this natural material captured her curi-
osity and launched her exploration of basketry. April could 
see traditional teachings showing themselves through all 
aspects of creating a basket. The lesson of healing revealed 
itself to April through the creation of her burial baskets. It 
also emerged in her students, with many accounts of how 
working with the material and their hands had empowered 
them and shifted their energy to carrying themselves more 
confidently with a renewed self-assuredness.

In her workshop, April taught us how to split wood and 
then soak it in preparation for weaving. “When learning 
from April, I really enjoyed learning about the preparation 
of the material,” says Maggie. Then she instructed us on how 
to create a basket in a hexagon weave. The pattern is compli-
cated and challenging at first, but with her reassuring guid-
ance we developed an understanding of it. 

For Pat, who had never done any ash basketry work, nor 
weaving, the experience was challenging. “April’s teaching, 
and Maggie’s, gave me insight into how hard their work 
actually is. It gave me a perspective on how valuable that 
work is.”

At one point when I was working on my basket, I was 
overcome with emotion looking at my hands. In that 
moment I imagined that my hands were those of my grand-
mother, and her hands were again creating baskets.

April Stone weaves a black ash basket (above right), like this pack basket 
(above). Stone harvests and processes the wood herself, here using a pounding 
implement made of thick-walled steel and a carved chunk of wood (right).
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TOP LEFT: Pat Kruse works on a black ash 
hexagon weave basket at April Stone’s 
workshop. ABOVE: Kruse’s completed 
basket. TOP AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Maggie 
Thompson’s basket-in-progress. MIDDLE 
RIGHT: Thompson’s completed basket. T
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Weaving. Maggie Thompson was first introduced to tex-
tile arts at the Waldorf School she attended as an adolescent, 
and she eventually graduated with a bachelor of fine arts in 
textiles from the Rhode Island School of Design. She derives 
inspiration from her Ojibwe heritage, exploring family his-
tory as well as themes and subject matter of the broader 
Native American experience. Maggie explores many types 
of materials and fibers in her work—some purchased, others 
reused—incorporating multimedia elements such as pho-
tographs, beer caps, and 3D-printed objects. She also runs 
Makwa Studio, a small but growing knitwear business. 

While Maggie says that her work is not rooted in tradi-
tional materials, she works with sustainable materials, and 
in my eyes that is traditional. Her main focus is exploration, 
technique, and structure. She’s fascinated by taking some-
thing small and creating something large scale out of it. She 
discovered that the methodical and meditative process of 

weaving and knitting grounds her. Maggie uses art as a lan-
guage to explore and convey her inner emotions and what’s 
most important to her: relationships. When Maggie’s not 
creating fine art and knitwear, working as a curator or an art 
instructor, or making the beautiful masks she donates for 
her Ribbon Mask Project, she is a role model in our commu-
nity as a leader and arts organizer.

At the beginning of her workshop, Maggie introduced 
us to various yarns and nonconventional materials you can 
weave, such as horsehair, random fabrics, cording, and zip 
ties. Then the artists set up their looms and learned about 

Maggie Thompson (right) is a textile artist and designer. 
She also owns Makwa Studio, a knitwear business. 
She’s inspired by beading and quillwork patterns when 
designing her knitwear, like her Backbone Beanie and 
Backbone Cowl (above).
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RIGHT: April Stone learns weaving 
techniques at Maggie Thompson’s 
workshop. BOTTOM RIGHT: Stone’s 
geometric workshop piece. BELOW: 
Pat Kruse’s completed piece includes 
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warp and weft. Maggie worked with each artist individually 
to create a unique piece. Pat explored the medium by add-
ing floral embroidery to his piece, and April created multi-
ple blocks of color.

Pat says that the skills they learned in all workshops are 
important life skills. “With what Maggie taught, we can 
make a net. With what April taught, we can make a fish trap 
and go grab a fish. You can store food in my baskets. All 
those things are more than a basket, more than a weaving,” 
he says. “The more you learn about your culture, the stron-
ger you get in your mind and spirit.” 
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Making Something New
During the workshops I could see an interconnect-
edness between the artists’ practices, and it remind-
ed me that everything is related. Pat’s medium of 
birchbark related to April’s medium of ash. April’s 
technique of weaving with hardwood related to 
Maggie’s technique of weaving with yarn or softer 
materials. It conjured thoughts of evolution and 
how we as people hold on to tradition, and how tra-
dition transforms over time, just as we do as people. 

I also saw Craft Labs as an opportunity not just 
for community mentorship, but to further explore 
how art forms evolve. So, for their final exhibition 
piece, I invited all three of the artists to create a new 
piece that demonstrated knowledge gained from the 
workshops, and to incorporate materials or tech-
niques they’d learned into their current practice. 

For his final piece, Pat created a hat that incorpo-
rated both weaving and black ash. Maggie, wanting 
to create a piece that was exploratory in its form and 
material, made a wall hanging. “I am constantly try-
ing to push the boundaries of materials used in tex-
tiles so I ended up using some kind of film strip and 
cut cardstock paper for my final piece,” she says. “I 
used the strips to do a hex weave with and cut out 
the floral with the paper and stitched them onto the 
woven piece similar to the floral design work we did 
on the bill of our hats.”  
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April says she spent a fair amount of time pondering what 
to make. “For my final project I desired to create something 
that was going to make people swoon and think and feel,” 
she says. “Time was ticking and nothing was coming. My 
thoughts and ideas ventured into the dream world, and I end-
ed up having two very moving dreams: one dream revealed a 
birchbark cape with a cloth lining, while the other dream was 
about old baskets and new baskets and grief and release. Since 
I had no time to make what I saw in the dream, I felt that 
those two dreams had to do with other connections down the 
road.” In the end, she incorporated birch into a basket with 
simple curlicue work and a braided splint rim.

Initially, we planned for an in-person exhibition for 
final pieces and workshop pieces, but with restrictions and 
health safety being prioritized, we are exhibiting Circle of 
Knowledge virtually for all to view. 

I love seeing the diverse ways the artists interpreted and 
responded to my invitation in their final pieces. Seeing how 
the workshops will further the artists’ work and impact our 
community in the future is something I look forward to. 
My hope is that whatever they took from this time togeth-
er, they pay it forward. I know they will. It’s up to each 
and every single one of us to be a good relative and grow 

and nourish a strong community; otherwise, culture, sto-
ries, language, and arts will be lost. Art in my community 
is so much more than making something. What we create 
embodies memories and preservation. 
◆

Tamara Aupaumut is a multidisciplinary artist and indepen-
dent curator descending from the Stockbridge-Munsee Mohi-
can, Oneida, and Brothertown nations. She lives and works 
on traditional Dakhóta land, Mni Sota Makoce, also known 
as Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Visit go.craftcouncil.org/CircleOfKnowledge to see videos of the 
artists and to see the full exhibition, which is dedicated in memory 
of Gordon Campbell. “Oneewe (thank you) to all the mentors—
past, present, and future—your memory lives on in us!” says 
Tamara Aupaumut, who offers special thanks to Scott Pollock, 
Jenean Gilmer, Charlie Stately at Woodland Indian Crafts, and 
Wheelhouse Creative for their support. Craft Labs was funded by 
a grant from the Harlan Boss Foundation for the Arts. 
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to blanket
from sheep
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On a sunny afternoon in May 2005, weaver Dianne Nordt 
arrived at the Maryland Sheep and Wool Festival in her pickup truck, with 
her 2-year-old daughter strapped in the back seat. She was meeting a farmer 
from upstate New York to pick up her prearranged purchase: three 90-plus-
pound merino lambs. The animals, sought after for their soft fleece, would 
provide Nordt with home-sourced wool. 

The farmer placed the lambs in a pen in the bed of the truck, and Nordt 
headed south on Interstate 95. “Driving home, I thought, ‘What am I do-
ing?’” she recalls. “It was both total excitement and also, ‘Is this the craziest 
thing I’ve ever done?’”

Three hours later, the live cargo arrived at the Nordts’ 400-acre farm 
along the James River southeast of Richmond, Virginia. “As soon as the 
lambs jumped out of the truck into the pasture, the horses started chasing 
them,” Nordt says. One lamb had a broken leg. Luckily, her husband, William, 
could use his skills as an orthopedic surgeon to fashion a splint for the 
injured lamb. 

“There’s been all kinds of crazy learning experiences since then,” says 
Nordt, whose flock now rests at 36 sheep from a high of 50. 

As a teen, Nordt couldn’t wait to leave the Virginia farm she’d grown up 
on for a life of fashion and glamour in a big city. But after studying fashion 
design at Virginia Commonwealth University, she realized that although 
she loved fabrics and constructing clothing, she abhorred the industry’s 
reliance on trends and disposable garments. Meanwhile, the farm life of 
her youth beckoned. 

A chance peek into a room filled with looms drew Nordt to weaving, and 
she took every class in the subject she could. When her father said he wanted 
to give her a car as a college graduation gift, she asked for a 16-harness loom 
instead. After a long pause to raise three children (she also owned and ran a 
women’s shoe store in Richmond for a decade), she returned to weaving full-
time and still uses her father’s gift.

Nordt focuses on making throws and baby blankets, which she started 
selling in 2011. She numbers each blanket, and is soon to top the 2,500 mark.

She keeps her designs simple and prefers the sheep’s natural hues of white, 
gray, and brown, with muted accents of yellow, green, and red yarn that she 
hand-dyes using natural sources.

“I consider myself a production weaver,” she says. “All of the design and 
color comes in the weft, from side to side. That allows me to save time and 
make a product that’s affordable to the consumer. That’s the sweet spot.”

Nordt weaves nearly every day.
“When I sit myself down at the loom, to this day I feel like this is exactly 

where I need to be,” she says. “The rhythm of locking myself into the loom 
feels like coming back into my heartbeat.”

The story of how the Nordt Family Farm transforms natural 

BY DIANE DANIEL
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Merino sheep,        originally from Spain,
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baby blankets. She relies on natural colors supplemented by 

dyed yarn.                      She dyes her own yarn 

using natural sources, such as goldenrod             and black 

walnut.              She washes each piece and hangs it on 

a clothesline to dry.                    She then hems the borders 

personal handwritten note                      and a photograph 

nordtfamilyfarm.com | @nordtfamilyfarm
◆
Diane Daniel is a writer based in Florida and the Netherlands. Ph
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ANGELIK
VIZCARRONDO-LABOY
I spent copious time in 2020 investigating the role 
of humor in ceramics as a tool of resistance, resil-
ience, and healing, in navigating a range of press-
ing sociopolitical issues for  Sleight of Hand,  an 
exhibition I curated for the Center for Craft  in 
Asheville, North Carolina. Th e context of a dev-
astating global pandemic, the rise in Black Lives 
Matter protests to denounce police brutality and 
systemic racism, and a contentious presidential 
election underscored this subject’s timeliness. 
In a moment when refl ection, perspective, care, 
growth, and action are priorities, Smile Now Cry 
Later, a ceramic sculpture by Los Angeles-based 
Latinx artist Diana Yesenia Alvarado, included in 
the show, brought a meaningful lesson into focus. 

Th e earthenware piece, composed of two 
tubular forms joined at the bottom and top, 
showcases the drama masks of comedy and trag-
edy. Th e former smiles while the latter frowns 
and a teardrop rolls down its cheek. Th ese fac-
es are stylized with clown makeup, a fi gure that 
oft en navigates the line between jolliness and 
misery. Alvarado’s work centers on vulnerability 
and strength, seeming opposites that complement 
each other. Th is dialogue is most evident through 
the juxtaposition of the cuteness in the masks’ 
rendering and the punk aesthetics of faux studs 
and chains that decorate the sculpture. 

Delving deeper into this object, I better grasped 
the concept of life’s coexisting dualities. Most 
important of all: that it is essential to fi nd joy in 
the face of strife and oppression. Laughing and 
having fun, as well as resting, do not invalidate the 
serious work of fi ghting for real systemic change at 
any scale. Th ere is great subversive power in hap-
piness, leisure, and pleasure. Notably, many artists 
of color emphasize this notion in their work. Smile 
Now Cry Later is a reminder to arm yourself with a 
smile as you go into battle. 
◆
Based in New York and Los Angeles, Angelik 
Vizcarrondo-Laboy is a curator, writer, and arts 
administrator of contemporary art and craft , focus-
ing on ceramics and amplifying the voices of artists of 
color. She serves as assistant curator at the Museum 
of Arts and Design (MAD), New York.

Three contributors share stories 
behind meaningful works.
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ADAM
CHAU
My father remembers this platter in his mother’s bed-
room with a tea set resting on top. While I’ve never 
experienced the heat of Vietnam, I always knew my 
grandmother to prefer tea over any other beverage 
even in the hottest of Connecticut summers, so it 
doesn’t surprise me that she also drank it in her home-
land. My grandmother  could  not  have  foreseen  that  
this  ceramic platter, originally a gift  for her marriage, 
would travel the world and live in both the most inti-
mate of rooms and the darkest of crawl spaces. 

I never knew about this dish when I was growing 
up. My father, neither a ceramic artist nor a collec-
tor like myself, probably thought when this became 
his own wedding gift  that it was just another piece 
of china—nice, but to him something with 1980s 
functionality, like the gift  of a big-screen TV, would 
have had more value than a static picture on clay. It 
wasn’t until the decline of my parents’ marriage and 
the inevitable reorganizing of my childhood home 
to put it on the market that I found what would 
become one of my most precious possessions. 

Around  the time my parents were arranging for a 
divorce, I was preparing to get married. I never hid 
the fact that I dated men all through college, but the 

idea of gay marriage (in 2015) was a bit of a strain 
with my pseudo-conservative father in the midst 
of a Supreme Court ruling on the matter. Around 
this time, I found the platter, wrapped in newspaper 
dating from the ’80s, in the basement crawlspace. 
Surprisingly, my father, in his best attempt to be 
nonchalant, told me of its journey and gift ed it to 
me—an object that 30 years later, aft er being hid-
den from American life spanning the Backstreet 
Boys to 9/11, surely had a diff erent weight to it. It 
became our olive branch. 

Th e plat ter is now in my own bedroom—some-
times displaying cologne bottles and sometimes 
tucked away in fear that a clumsy husband will knock 
into it with a vacuum. It nourishes me when I think of 
the marriages it has seen and all the places it has lived.
◆
Adam Chau is an artist in Cold Spring, New York, 
and a graduate of the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago’s Designed Objects program. His research 
looks into the blending of digital manufacturing with 
traditional studio ceramics. He is a member of the 
International Academy of Ceramics and was a 2018 
NCECA Emerging Artist.Ph
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PJ
GUBATINA POLICARPIO
All around my home are scattered ceramic pieces: a 
tall cup holding pencils, a semi-deep plate catchall 
for small items, a medium-size bowl for fruits, and 
a small bud vase currently holding incense—all 
made with care by my cousin Angelie Gubatina.

A San Francisco–based chef by profession, 
Angelie enjoys making ceramics. Throughout the 
years I have been the beneficiary of her skill and joy 
as recipient of these vessels during various birth-
days and holidays. These humble ceramic pieces 
nourish me every day. They are daily reminders of 
strong bonds that tie together so many immigrant 
families like mine. For many of us in diaspora, this 
support and connection are essential to sustain 
healthy lives in a new country.

Another reason to love these ceramics is how 
and where they came to be. These vessels were made 
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at ceramics classes at San Francisco’s City College. 
San Francisco offers residents free college tuition. 
It makes me realize the amazing possibilities when 
craft education—and all education—is accessible 
for everyone. Free education is not only not impos-
sible, it is already happening. 

During this COVID-19 pandemic, when in- 
person gatherings and close connections to friends 
and family are limited, Angelie’s ceramic objects 
have meant so much more to me. They are daily 
reminders of the essential care and nourishment 
that each of us receives and offers in return.
◆
PJ Gubatina Policarpio is an educator, curator, 
writer, and community organizer. Born in the Phil-
ippines, he is currently based in San Francisco and 
New York City.
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INSIGHT

A Letter from Penelope. Informed by the ritual, relation-
al, and performative aspects of weaving, Indira Allegra explores 
memorial as a vital part of the human experience—and as a 
genre through performance, sculpture, and installation. They 
also explore, as they say, “the repetitive crossing of forces held 
under tension, be they material, social, or emotional.” A lead-
er in the performative craft movement, they are the winner of 
the 2019/2020 Burke Prize, a former Windgate Craft Fellow, 
a Fleishhacker Eureka Fellow, a triennial 2019–2022 Montalvo 
Art Center Sally and Don Lucas Artist Fellow, and part of ART-
FORUM International’s “Best of 2020.”

To mark one year since the start of the COVID pandemic, 
we asked Allegra (pictured left) to write a letter to our readers. 
In the letter, published on the following pages, they drew upon 
Homer’s epic poem Odyssey, in which Penelope spends 20 years 
weaving and unraveling a burial garment—and fighting off 108 
suitors—waiting for her husband Odysseus to return home 
from the Trojan War.  —The Editors



INSIGHT

My Friend, 

Odysseus is not a man but an aspect of myself who has gone out to sea. My grieving 

self. As Penelope, I can tell you that the suitors were not people either—but distractions 

from the grief I have been using my performance of threadcraft to attend to. It is 

tempting to believe Homer’s version of my life—that I would suffer a longing for an 

absent spouse for 20 years, weaving and unraveling a shroud to evade 

mourning—an outward display of grief that might otherwise go unseen by others. It 

could have been The Need To Fight that called you to sea. Maybe it was the presence 

of Other Temptations, terrible consumptions that caused your mourning self to slip out 

onto open water in search of comfort. Whatever it was for you, My Friend, the way to 

nourish ourselves moving forward is to call all parts of ourselves home by reaching for 

—

Craft is not about the object, so much as it is about 
our relationship over time with that which touches 

—

the   

can nourish ourselves this spring by loving our grieving selves and reminding them that 

world that is better than the “normal” that came before. Without a regular commitment 

to attending grief when it arises—we cannot meet the moment.
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I cared for my mourning self by turning to thread to mark the passage of time and my 

feeling of suspension within it. I needed the gentle hiss of weft being pulled from the 

waited for the part of myself I call Odysseus to return back to the Home of my body.                  

The performance of weaving and unraveling was the memorial I needed, not the shroud. 

I needed to show people I was unraveling inside, and this honesty was the 
most nourishing thing. 

I believe we can use materials to perform the memorials we need, which come out 

 

of grief is waning. Each of us needs to take responsibility 

 Those of us who have skills as makers are especially 

gifted to meet the moment. 

We can craft new mythologies for the world we want to live in with the understanding 

courage and patience which are cultivated through our art practices to take 

an honest assessment of the historical materials we have been offered—soaked as they 

—and learn how to transform them into something that, if nothing else, 

adds meaning to our lives. And I believe a life of meaning may be the most nourishing 

thing of all. 

Come. Let us all meet on the shore of this spring and face the horizon to call ourselves 

Home to ourselves. 

With great love,
The Weaver
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Nurturing a Creative Practice. Visit artist Michele Quan’s 
website or her Instagram feed, and you’ll be greeted by an important 
question: Now that we’ve found love what are we going to do with it? This 
lyric from a 1970s song by the O’Jays—or Heavy D and the Boyz, if you 
prefer the ’90s cover version—is as relevant as ever. When you’re passion-
ate and you love your material, when you find inspiration all around you 
and experience joy in sharing your work with others, how do you sustain 
that passion, and yourself, over the course of a long career? 

Quan, who spent 12 years as a jewelry designer before studying 
ceramics and starting her own studio practice in the mid-2000s, has 
figured out what works for her. Today, at MQuan Studio, she works 
with a small and talented team to create objects for home and garden, 
including beads, bells, and wall hangings, all adorned with her con-
fident and precise geometric designs applied in vibrant hues of red, 
magenta, orange, yellow, blue, and black. Though she still has a toehold 
in New York City, she recently moved north to Saugerties, New York, 
where she has a spacious new studio surrounded by trees.

Quan spoke to American Craft about her practice, how she takes care 
to nourish her creativity, and how the pandemic has shifted priorities 
and ways of working for her in the past year. 

user
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SOUND ADVICE

Keep learning. Document what inspires you. 
How can makers keep themselves nourished and grow-
ing? Keep your eyes and ears open, and keep learning, 
says Quan. She spends time taking in media that inspire 
and educate her: books, music, movies, podcasts, sto-
ries, the work of artists as diverse as Yoko Ono and 
Maurice Sendak, and Buddhist art and teachings. She’s 
especially inspired by the Bhagavad Gita.

“A lot of the symbols that I am drawn to relate to 
the idea of connection, reverence, and impermanence. 
Words and symbols spark my imagination,” she says. “I 
have a long document of quotes, excerpts from books, 
poems, movies, interviews, and songs that have inspired 
me over the years. I love how words resonate and spark.” 

When she began working in clay, she encountered 
the Japanese phrase mono no aware, which translates 
as “the pathos of things.” Quan says she thinks of it as 
“the beautiful sadness of things passing,” which is an 
acknowledgment of impermanence and our reactions 
to change or loss—something that comes up often for 
an artist at work.

While it might be easy to put off the process of 
learning and connecting to what’s important, Quan 
says it can be an inroad to getting into the groove in 
the studio. 

ABOVE: Stacked Rocks, 
hand-built and hand-painted 
stoneware. LEFT: After tagging 
images, Quan creates inspiration 
boards in her sketchbooks. She 
calls them “my studio in a book.” 
OPPOSITE: Michele Quan in her 
Brooklyn studio.
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SOUND ADVICE

Set yourself up for success. Quan has a tip for 
those in the grips of procrastination or angst in the face 
of a new project: Make anything until you’re ready to 
make something new. “When I’m really just not sure 
what I want to make, I just make things that are famil-
iar and easy for me. I call it ‘setting myself up for suc-
cess.’ And sometimes in that process, something new, 
however small, will arise. All you need is a little spark 
that you can run with. Everything leads somewhere—
you just need to create the situation to see it, pick it up, 
and follow it. Keep going. Just do it.”

Create intentional space. The creative process 
is inherently messy, but an orderly studio with all the 
necessary materials and tools at hand can be a source 
of real nourishment for makers. Quan’s work is serene, 
meticulous, precise, with every mark and every facet 
clearly intentional. It seems no surprise that she dislikes 
working in a mess. “I like a clean and orderly studio. I 
call it my Sesame Street brain: all like-minded things 
go together. True to my Virgo-rising nature!”

Embrace community, limits, and transition. 
The pandemic year impacted artists around the world, 
upending routines such as gallery exhibitions, trade 
shows, and performances. It has forced every artist to 
make changes in how they work, and in many cases what 
they do to make ends meet. Quan’s take on it: Hold on 
tight to your community when things are in flux, and 
realize that there’s wisdom in recognizing your limits. 

“It was an intense, sad, eye-opening, heart wrenching 
year,” Quan says of 2020. “It feels like the rug was torn 
away, laying so much bare. I hesitate to speak of silver 
linings when there is so much sadness and uncertainty 
in the world. I’ve always embraced and given my limita-
tions their respect and due. In my work, limitations are 
a part of what I make and keep me grounded. Yet this 
past year we’ve all been confronted with many harsh new 
limitations. We each have to transition within the shift-
ing boundaries of our life, linked to our community, our 
world.  It can be very difficult to reconcile it all together 
while keeping the bridges open, our selves clear and the 
connections flowing. We are always in transition.”
mquan.com | @mquanstudio
◆
Sarah Archer is a writer based in Philadelphia and is a 
regular contributor to American Craft. Her most recent 
book, Catland: The Soft Power of Cat Culture in Japan, 
is on shelves now.

TOP: Quan is inspired by Hilma af Klint. 
She created this collection of pieces for the 
Guggenheim’s retrospective show Hilma Af Klint: 
Paintings for the Future in October 2018. MIDDLE 
AND BOTTOM: Inside Quan’s Saugerties, New 
York, studio. OPPOSITE: PLT10 White Discs with 
Featherbones measures 41 x 25 in. and includes 
stoneware, porcelain, walnut, and hemp.
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dedicated to the use of Minnesota clays and minerals
Welcome to Studio Alluvium—a workspace and showroom
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by Mitch Iburg and Zoë Powell

This piece from Zoë Powell’s 
Silk series (2020) was made 
with a Minnesota clay blend 

kiln. OPPOSITE: Mitch Iburg’s 

made with foraged Minnesota 
clays and minerals and they 

an electric kiln.  
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We chose the name Studio Alluvium because of 
how the term alluvium relates to our philoso-
phy toward collecting and using local materials. 
Alluvium is a geologic term used to describe 
sediments—silt, sand, clay, or gravel—that have 
been eroded, transported from their original 
source, and deposited in a new location by water. 
Just as the surficial geology of the Twin Cities 
region consists of deposits transported by gla-
ciers and rivers, Studio Alluvium functions as a 
place where clays and minerals from all regions 
of Minnesota are brought together.

It’s not only a place of work, but also a meeting 
place of histories, materials, and ideas. We work 
nearly every day, so it’s important to us that the 
space is welcoming and functions as an extension 
of our home.

A Day in the Studio
Following a short commute through the city’s 
residential streets, we arrive at the studio build-
ing, centrally located between Minneapolis and 
Saint Paul in the historic Midway neighborhood. 
Originally constructed as an industrial canning 
facility in the early 1900s, this building is now 
home to many artists and creative entrepreneurs. 

We were first attracted to this space because of 
its many textures: worn concrete, exposed brick, 
rustic timber. The patinas of these surfaces act as 
reminders that we are contributing to the history of 
the space, not only by extending its usefulness, but 
by finding inspiration in and honoring its aesthetic.

As we descend the stairs to the basement level, 
sounds from the world outside become muted. 
Entering our suite, we are met with stillness. A 
wall of large windows illuminates the varied sur-
faces of our working area with a clarifying light. 
Knowing this tranquility is fleeting, we spend 
the first few moments of each day enjoying it 
before beginning the day’s work.

Ceramists Mitch Iburg (left) and Zoë Powell (right) 
at work in their studio in Saint Paul, Minnesota. 

user
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IN OUR STUDIO

No two workdays are ever the same. A single day may 
involve screening 50 gallons of clay slurry, constructing 
several hand-built pieces, developing clay body or glaze 
tests, and organizing inventory. Others may be spent 
entirely behind the camera documenting work. 

The diverse range of tasks has taught us that operat-
ing a studio is just as much about managing the space 
as it is about making work. Studio Alluvium is an open 
1,100 square feet with designated areas for storing and 
preparing raw materials, making and firing work, storing 
finished inventory, and packing and shipping orders. 

Over time, we’ve come to understand the rhythm 
of our studio as one does the changing of the seasons. 
Throughout the year we each fluctuate between dif-
ferent projects, and we value having a workspace that 
allows us the flexibility to produce everything from 
large sculptures to tableware commissions. Alternating 
between multiple projects keeps us inspired and helps 
financially support the studio.

While we collaborate through material sourcing and 
testing, we have distinct bodies of work which we pur-
sue independently. Despite these individual pursuits, we 

ABOVE: Iburg and Powell 
collect clays from many 
regions of Minnesota. Here, 
Iburg brings clay into the 

shows how the studio is 
divided into four zones: clay 
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always work side by side. There is a sense of comfort and 
respect in our relationship that allows us to occupy the 
same space without impinging on each other’s artistic 
development. Our close proximity allows us to discuss 
ideas openly, without resentment or competition.

A central idea in both of our practices is that dif-
ferent expressions require different materials, and vice 
versa. Sometimes our use of a material is defined by a 
vision for utility; other times it is defined by the mate-
rial’s intrinsic properties. Although we work separately, 
and in different ways, this philosophy is something that 
holds true for both of us. 

Materials and Innovations
Over the past four years, we’ve become more ambitious 
in using local resources exclusively. Pursuing this goal in 
an urban studio has presented us with many challenges 
requiring creative solutions. 

Each summer and fall we collect approximately 3,000 
pounds of raw material—enough to last us through win-
ter and spring, when the climate makes the landscape 
unfavorable for harvesting. The need for year-round 
access to large quantities of material forces us to use our 
limited space efficiently. Most of our clays, sands, and 
stones are stored in roll-out bins beneath countertops 
and tables, thereby maximizing our storage capacity. 

Many of our resources contain organic matter and 
problematic mineral impurities that must be removed 
during preparation. In the city we are more mindful of 
how we handle our clay waste, as we cannot easily return 
these materials to their source. Rather than sending our 
screenings to a landfill, we use them in alternative appli-
cations, like glazes or grog.

IN OUR STUDIO
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All of our work is fired to cone 6 in an electric 
kiln. Given that only a fraction of our electricity 
is powered by carbon-free sources, we recognize 
the impact our firings have on the environment. 
To reduce our carbon footprint we have formu-
lated all our recipes for once-firing. However, 
because many of the resources we use are fine-
grained and high in organic matter, our clay 
bodies require custom firing cycles to avoid var-
ious problems. We rigorously test our materials 
to understand how and when these problems 
occur in order to maximize efficiency.

Fostering Community
One of the most rewarding aspects of our pro-
cess is sharing our approaches to testing natural 
resources. We teach several workshops a year, 
both from our studio and at art centers around 
the country. In light of recent travel restrictions, 
we have transitioned to an online teaching mod-
el, allowing us to interact with a global audience 
of makers investigating their own materials. 

Although temporarily interrupted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we usually host two 
open-studio weekends a year for our local com-
munity to see recent work and learn about the 
resources we use. Many visitors have a close con-
nection with the same regions where we collect 

IN OUR STUDIO
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IN OUR STUDIO

materials. For them, seeing this work is a reminder of place 
and home. For us, hearing their stories reaffirms our belief 
that material can function as a powerful vessel for history 
and memory.

studioalluvium.com | @studio.alluvium
◆
Mitch Iburg is a ceramic artist who works extensively with 
clays, rocks, and minerals collected directly from the land-
scape.  He received his BA in fine arts from Coe College in 
2011 and has since worked at studios in Virginia, New York, 
California, Denmark, and Estonia.
mitchiburg.com | @mitchiburgceramics

Zoë Powell graduated from the College of William & Mary 
in 2016 with a BA in fine arts and a BS in biology. Her work 
consists of organic sculptural vessels made from clays and min-
erals she collects and processes herself. She is interested in the 
idea of transitional spaces and how certain forms can evoke a 
sense of comfort to an otherwise vulnerable viewer.
zoepowellceramics.com | @zoepowellceramics

ABOVE: A view of the gallery. 

provides a clean space to greet 
visitors and break from the day’s tasks. 
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: The material 
processing area of the studio.

user
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The American Craft Council is a national, nonprofit public educational 
organization that traces its inception to 1941. Founded by Aileen Osborn Webb, 
the Council aims to promote the understanding and appreciation of contemporary 
American craft. Programs include the bimonthly magazine American Craft, annual 
juried shows presenting artists and their work, the American Craft Council Awards 
honoring excellence, a specialized library, conferences, workshops, and seminars.

1224 Marshall St. NE, Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 55413 
Phone (612) 206-3100; (800) 836-3470   Fax (612) 355-2330 
council@craftcouncil.org, craftcouncil.org 
Membership Services: (888) 313-5527 
Magazine: letters@craftcouncil.org, craftcouncil.org/magazine 
Library: library@craftcouncil.org  
Shows: shows@craftcouncil.org, (800) 836-3470
  
The American Craft Council is committed to justice, inclusiveness, and equity. 
Drawing on craft’s rich legacy of openness and its deep roots in all cultures, the 
Council will work to create opportunities for creative people from all walks of life.     
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Advertising Sponsors
American Craft Council   2, 29, 30-31

Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts   1

Artful Home   Cover 4

Craft Emergency Relief Fund (CERF+)   61

Duncan McClellan Gallery   Cover 2

Glass Impact   8

Gravers Lane Gallery   Cover 3

Haystack Mountain School of Crafts   5

John C. Campbell Folk School   1

Marketplace   79

Max’s   7

Myra Burg   1

Penland School of Craft   5

Schaller Gallery   Cover 3

studiocelia/Celia Kudro   5

The Grand Hand Gallery   Cover 3

Touchstone Center for Crafts   7

White Bird Gallery   Cover 3

Classified
Classified advertising is $3.95 per word, minimum 20 words. Name and address 

count as words. Example: “A.B. Smith” is three words. Full payment must 

accompany order, mailed to American Craft, 1224 Marshall Street NE, Suite 200, 

Minneapolis, MN 55413. Or contact Joanne Smith at jsmith@craftcouncil.org 

when placing classified ads using credit card payment.

Deadline: April 1, 2021, for the 2021 Summer/June-July-August issue.

A Funding Source 

This activity is made possible by the voters  

of Minnesota through a Minnesota State 

Arts Board Operating Support grant, 

thanks to a legislative appropriation from 

the arts and cultural heritage fund.

Artist Supplies
WWW.SALLYSCLOCKHANDS.COM

Offering a large selection of Antique, Vintage and New Clock Hands as well as 

Antique Clock, Watch and Furniture Accents, Unusual Steampunk Art and 

Jewelry Findings for your Artistic Imaginations.

Online Show and Sale
Cousins in Clay Online Show and Sale: June 5&6, 2021. www.cousinsinclay.com

Bruce Gholson, Samantha Henneke, Michael Kline, Courtney Martin,

Kyle Carpenter, Minsoo Yuh, Sunkoo Yuh, Bede Clarke, Chotsani Elaine Dean. 

910-428-9728. 



The American Craft Marketplace showcases artwork, galleries, events, products and services. 
To place a Marketplace ad, please contact Joanne Smith | 612-206-3122 | jsmith@craftcouncil.org

MARKETPLACE

Mainely Pottery And 
Studio Are For Sale
$325,000 for 2 buildings, a 1400 sq. 
ft. Pottery studio and a 1600 sq. ft. 
Gallery, and the business on 2 acres. 

Property includes 330 feet of 
commercial frontage on Route One
in Belfast, Maine. 

Started in 1988, we represent
30 Maine potters. 

For more information:
info@mainelypottery.com  
mainelypottery.com
207-338-1108 

Haystack at Liberty
This book interweaves excerpts from numerous interviews 
and quotes from personal letters and board minutes 
to tell the history of Haystack Mountain School of 
Crafts (1948-62) in the words of those who participated 
in its founding, development, and establishment as an 
internationally known place for experiential learning. 
Limited edition, hardbound, 245 pages,140 archival 
photographs, index, $64.95.

Available from Amazon.  

Wayne Art Center
Call for Entries
Craft Forms 2021: 26th International Juried 
Exhibition of Contemporary Fine Craft. 
December 3, 2021 - January 29, 2022.
Juror: Carol Sauvion; Entry Period: March 10 - 
September 15; Awards: $10,000+; Entry Fee: $45.
craftforms.org
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Creations Gallery

 Rosemary Bennett
- Animal puzzles by Peter Chapman
- Swedish door harps by Bob Murphy
- Wood reliefs by Jerry Krider
- Animal prints by Noelle Dass
- Ceramics by Sara Meadows

And more plus Free Shipping!

creationsgallery.com

Craft with 

North Bennet Street School

training, talented faculty, and 
an inspiring community. Full-
Time programs and Continuing 
Education classes available.

Learn more at 
nbss.edu
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These glass lemons are part of
Lemons to Lemon-Aid, a project 
supporting artists by the Museum

Public Glass, both in San Francisco.

Got Lemons? Make Lemon-Aid. These lus-
cious-looking lemons aren’t for squeezing—they’re made of 
glass by artisans at Public Glass, San Francisco’s unique non-
profit, public-access glass studio and school in Bayview–
Hunter’s Point. They’re made by the cast-glass process, 
finished with sandblasting to create a matte, lemon-rind 
feel, and on sale exclusively at the Museum of Craft and 
Design (MCD), about two miles up the road in the Dog-
patch neighborhood. Under the heading Lemons to Lem-
on-Aid, MCD is giving 20 percent of the proceeds to Public 
Glass in order to put glass artisans back to work.

When the pandemic hit, Public Glass—which gives peo-
ple in a historically underserved neighborhood access to 
artisanal training and the beauty of glass art—had to lay off 
half of its staff and severely curtail its programming, teach-
ing, and access to its facilities, says Public Glass executive 
director Nate Watson. “Lemon-Aid is allowing us to hire 
our artists back and pay them,” he says. “That’s the work we 
have to do in our craft field—make sure we are creating an 

economy for artists to move through and move up.”
“Lemon-Aid is an opportunity for someone to collect 

a piece of craft and hold it in their hands and feel nour-
ished by it—and it lets us partner with a neighbor, which is 
very appealing,” says JoAnn Edwards, executive director of 
MCD. “It just felt like something—pardon the pun—real-
ly juicy to do. At a time like this, we all want to figure out 
ways to help each other. In the age of COVID, what we do 
outside our walls is more impactful than what we do inside.”

Lemon-Aid has proved so popular that MCD is con-
tinuing to sell the artisanal lemons past the project’s ini-
tial January 15 cutoff date, and the partnership is offering 
“Pink Lemon-Aid”—with lemons tinted appropriately—
this spring. 

“And why not Lime-Aid this summer?” says Edwards. 
—Jon Spayde 
◆
Visit go.craftcouncil.org/Lemon-Aid to see how these glass 
lemons are made.

END NOTE



Serving Bowl by

Guillermo Cuellar

at Schaller Gallery.

2020. Reduction Fired Stoneware 

with Satin Blue Glaze.

2.0 x 11.25 x 11.25 in.

Necklace by

Diane Egbert

at Gravers Lane Gallery.

Reticulated 18k, B. Munsteiner carved agate,

Hematoid in quartz, Garnet, and Carnelian beads.

20" long Pendant measures 2.5 x 1.75 in. 

“Penelope Holds Her Temper” by

Jacquline Hurlbert

at White Bird Gallery.

Ceramic. 20 x 8 x 8 in.

“Eyed Spider Lily” by

Nolan Prohaska

at The Grand Hand Gallery.

26 x 13 x 11 in.

GRAVERS LANE GALLERY
8405 Germantown Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19118

(Historic Chestnut Hill)

(215) 247-1603

graverslanegallery.com 

SCHALLER GALLERY
8972 First St.

Baroda, MI 49101

(269) 983-7404

schallergallery.com

THE GRAND HAND
GALLERY
619 Grand Ave. 

St. Paul, MN 55102 

(651) 312-1122

thegrandhand.com

WHITE BIRD
GALLERY
251 N. Hemlock St. 

Cannon Beach, OR 97110

(503) 436-2681

whitebirdgallery.com

CONTEMPORARY
CRAFT 



apparel & jewelry: 
tunic & pant by Iridium,
earrings & necklace  
by Karole Mazeika,  
cuff by Monique Rancourt, 
ring by Lisa Crowder

decor:
Smoky Large Jewel Bottles  
by Vetro Vero

delight in 
creativity

art & apparel for your extraordinary life

Discover the unique possibilities offered by 
extraordinary works of art for your home and 

art, craft, and design at artfulhome.com

user
Stamp


